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Which of statement is true?

A) deceased donors are human subjects under the fed regs 
and IRB approval is required

B) deceased donors are not human subjects under the fed regs 
but IRB approval is required 

C) deceased donors are not human subjects under the fed regs 
and IRB approval is not necessary but there are other laws that 
apply

D) deceased donors are not human subjects under the fed 
regs and IRB approval is not required.  There is no direct 
regulation of research on deceased donors.

D)



Regulatory Ambiguity

Survey of OPO directors, Transplant Surgeons, IRB members

• Variety of research scenarios

• Disagreement with regard to recipient consent and the necessity of IRB approval



Progression of national work 
to address barriers 

• 2013 the Alliance convened a consensus conference
– How is authorization for research in deceased donors 

obtained and when is it required? 
– How are the candidates on the waiting list and their 

physicians informed about the research intervention? 
– When is the recipient of an organ that was part of a research 

intervention considered a human subject? 

• DIREP Committee developed a proposed solution

• Letter to HRSA in 2015







Why the National Academy of Science?

• Provide an independent level of scholarly review

• Negates conflict of interest

• Well respected by medical community and the public

• NAS has a history of providing guidance and clarity to the 
development of organ donation and transplantation



NAS: Statement of Task 

An ad hoc study will examine the ethical, policy, regulatory, and 
operational issues relevant to the conduct of research involving 
deceased organ donors (for purposes of the study, the concept 
excludes interventional research preceding declaration of death by 
neurologic or cardiopulmonary criteria among potential organ 
donors). The committee will examine the gaps, barriers, and 
opportunities for clinical research involving deceased donors that 
aims to increase the quality and quantity of donated organs 
available for transplantation, with particular attention to 
interventions administered to the donor and thus potentially 
affecting all of the donor’s organs. 



What are the biggest barriers to conducting 
multi-center clinical trials 

in donation and transplantation?
a) Donor authorization for research?

b) Donor registry systems?

c) Multiple IRB approvals?

d) Consenting recipients of organs that were subject 
to a research intervention?

e) Allocation challenges? 



NAS Study October 2017: 
Goals and Recommendations

• Goals 1, 2 and 3: Donor 

– Increased transparency through donor registration 
process and legal clarification of donor authorization

• Goal 4: Recipient 

– Informed consent within complexities of system 

• Goal 5 and 6: Oversight 

– Centralized review mechanism to facilitate transparency, 
equitable and high quality research 



Defining Research 
in the Deceased Donor Context

–“research” is a systematic investigation designed to contribute to 
generalizable knowledge.  

–Research purpose may exist even if transplantation is also planned

–Dual purpose of transplant and research



Deceased Donor Authorization
• Legal Framework

– Uniform Anatomical Gift Act (UAGA)
• Donor or Surrogate can provide legal authorization

• Based on gift law not informed consent principles

– Permission for the “what” 
• Organs 

• Tissues

– Permission for the “why” 
• Transplantation

• Research 

• Education



Deceased Donor Authorization 
for Research followed by Transplant 

• Multiple pathways to obtain permission

– Donor authorization 

• Donor Registry

• Document of gift

– Surrogate authorization 

• Family permission at time of donation

• Information for donor families and donor hospitals

– Transparency  / use of gift 



What does donor authorization for research 
followed by transplant look like?

• Donated organs may be transplanted as part of clinical 
research. An example of this type of research is studying 
whether placing donated organs on a device before 
transplantation improves results for transplant recipients.

• The management of the donor prior to the surgical recovery of 
donated organs may include research measures designed to 
study ways of improving organs for transplantation. An example 
of this type of research is studying whether giving a drug after 
the donor has died but prior to organ donation improves results 
for transplant recipients.



Innovating Regulatory Assumptions: 
When Recipient is a Human Subject?

• A) A recipient of an organ that has been subject to a research 
protocol is a human subject because the transplant is 
experimental

• B) A recipient of an organ that has been subject to a research 
protocol is not a human subject unless there are other protocol 
interventions on the recipient

• C) A recipient of an organ that has been subject to a research 
protocol is a human subject because the organ is experimental

• D) It depends



 Innovating Regulatory Assumptions: 
When Recipient is a Human Subject?

• There is research:

• Intent to collect information about the recipient in a controlled 

manner in order to contribute to generalizable knowledge

• There is a human subject:

• Research driven interventions (i.e. blood draws, biopsies) 

performed in connection with transplant

• Research driven data collection beyond de-identified or coded 

standard of care outcomes and clinical data

• Identifiable private information



Innovating Regulatory Assumptions: 
When Recipient is a Human Subject?

• Receiving a “research organ” alone may not make the transplant recipient 

a human subject

• No intervention/interaction for research purpose; clinically motivated

• Organ is not an “investigational agent”

• Prior research on the donor or organ does not necessarily result in an 

“experimental” transplant

• Prior research on the donor or organ may be a donor factor comparable to 

other organ specific donor risk factors

• Recipient needs to be informed as part of clinical consent for transplant

• Does not necessarily convert the transplant recipient into a research subject



Innovating Regulatory Assumptions: 
When Recipient is a Human Subject?

• Clinical informed consent should address any risks from 
organ research

• If organ recipients qualify as human subjects, the “risk” of 
such research may often be no more than minimal

• Alteration of consent requirements by IRB may be an option 
to consider under existing regulatory criteria

• Secretarial waiver



Proposed Conclusion

• Not all recipients of organs involved in donor research protocols are research 
subjects

• Receiving “research organs” alone does not technically make the recipient a 
“human subject” 

– NAS assumes recipient will be human subject in most instances

– OHRP yet to clarify 

– Centralized Review Board may take this up

• The degree of oversight and consent applied to recipient research should be 
keyed to the degree of risk involved 

• Recipients of bystander organs require clinical safety monitoring and 
consideration of risks to non-subject third parties



Centralized Review of Research

• Donor-Research Oversight Committee (DROC)

• Single review and approval opportunity

• Centralized information about ongoing trials

• Coordinate safety monitoring 



NEXT STEPS

• Focus on the NAS recommendations with the biggest 
return on investment in the field

• Work to establish centralized oversight mechanism 

• Set public expectation normalizing research followed by 
transplantation 

• Expand opportunity for clinical innovation 



What is the primary goal of regulating clinical 
trials in donation and transplantation?

a) Stewardship of donated organs 

b) Public and professional trust through transparency

c) Oversight and facilitation of innovation




